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TEST 2 
1- It took us so long ........ the material my 

mother wanted that, by the time we got 
home, I was too tired ....... steady on my 
feet. 

 
A) finding/standing     B) to find/to stand 
C) to have found/stand     D) find/to have stood  
E) having found/stood 
 

2- During her apprenticeship as a fashion 
designer, she learnt how ........ the best 
material for each piece of clothing. 
 
A) choosing    B) to have chosen 
C) having chosen             D) to choose 
E) to be choosing 
 

3- Just let me ....... which day your parents will 
arrive and I'll be glad ........ them around 
Istanbul. 
 
A) to know/to be showing 
B) know/to show 
C) known/to have shown 
D) knowing/showing 
E) have known/having shown 
 

4- The part in the film where the man broke 
down the door made some of the audience 
.......... a cry. 

 
A) to give    B) giving     C) give    D) given     E) gave 
 

5- This painting appears ....... a valuable one. I 
think you should get an expert ....... it. 
 
A) have been/to be valuing 
B) to have been/value 
C) being/being valued  
D) having been/valued  
E) to be/to value 
 

6- He has just phoned ....... me that the supplier 
was prepared ....... the price by one hundred 
dollars. 
 
A) to have told/reducing 
B) to be telling/reduce 
C) telling/to have reduced 
D) to tell/to reduce 
E) having told/having reduced 
 

7- To celebrate the town's five hundredth 
anniversary, they are having a sculpture 
......... by a famous sculptor who was born 
there. 

 
A) made  B) make   
C) to make                       D) making  
E) to be making 
 
 
 
 
 

8- There isn't any point ..... .. for your 
examinations at the last minute. It won't help 
you ....... anything. 

 
A) for cramming/to remember 
B) in cramming/remember 
C) to be cramming/remembering 
D) crammed/to have remembered  
E) having crammed/remembered 
 

9- Smoking is known ......... hazardous, yet a 
large number of people keep ........ it. 

 
A) as being/to be doing B) for being/to do 
C) to be/doing  D) being/to have done 
E) having been/having done 
 
 

10-Can you tell me where ......... the customer 
record cards please? 
 
A) finding  B) to be finding        
C) to find   D) having found  
E) to have found 

 
11-At first, my father had difficulty ........ to 

retirement, but slowly he began to enjoy ....... 
in the garden. 
 
A) adjust/be working 
B) adjusted/having worked 
C) having adjusted/to be working 
D) adjusting/working  
E) to adjust/to work 
 

12-It's typical of her ........ more time than usual 
tidying up whenever she has an essay ........ . 
 
A) being spent/written 
B) to be spending/write 
C) spend /writing 
D) spending/having written  
E) to spend/to write 
 

13-After several cities have put forward their 
proposals .... .. .. . the Olympic Games, the 
International Olympic Committee decides 
which city ......... the next Olympics in. 

 
A) to host/to hold 
B) being hosted/holding 
C) hosting/to be held 
D) to have hosted/hold 
E) to be hosted/having held 

 
14-I'd really rather ........ more time to prepare 

the drafts for the extension to the factory 
because I had a terrible time ........ to finish 
them before the board meeting. 

 
A) have been given/trying 
B) to be given/to have tried 
C) having given/to be trying 
D) to have given/having tried  
E) given/having been trying 
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15-The word deafness is used ....... any degree of  
hearing loss, though it is most common when 
there is a total inability ……. . 
 
A) to describing/hearing 
B) for describing/heard 
C) to be described/being heard 
D) to describe/to hear 
E) describing/having heard 
 

16- Some cows in India have humps, which aid 
them ....... by ........ a store of fat and water 
in the dry season. 

 
A) surviving/being provided 
B) to survive/providing 
C) to be surviving/having provided 
D) survived/to be providing  
E) survive/provided 
 

17- Our office is near the market, so on market 
days we can hear the traders .......... out the 
prices of the goods they are selling. 

 
A) to call  B) to be calling  
C) called  D) being called  
E) calling 

 
18-It's difficult ....... the rules of chess in a short  

time, so I think it will be easier now to show 
you how ........ backgammon. 
 
A) being explained/to be playing 
B) explaining/playing 
C) to explain/to play 
DJ to be explained/playing 
E) explain/to have played 
 

19- If you had remembered ....... your swimming  
costume with you, we could go ....... in the 
lake now. 
 
A) bringing/to swim 
B} to have brought/swim 
C) having brought/swum 
D) to bring/swimming 
E) to be bringing/having swum 
 

20- Today the managers are busy ....... the yearly 
price increase. 
 
A) discussing          B) for discussing   
C) by discussing     D) to be discussing    
E) to discuss 
 

21-The impressionist painting technique is 
considered ........ by the combined works of 
Claude Monet and Pierce Auguste Renoir the 
best. 

 
A) to have represented B) to be representing 
C) having represented D) to be represented  
E) representing 
 
 
 

22- Usually men don't like to waste time 
......... in shops. They prefer ........ 
shopping only when they have 
something particular to buy. 
 
A) browsed/to be going       B) to be browsing/go 
C) having browsed/going    D) browsing/to go 
E) browse/having gone 
 

23-We ought to have the carpets ........ before 
your parents come to visit. 
 
A) cleaning  B) clean   
C) cleaned                       D) to clean  
E) being cleaned 
 

24- If this mistake should cause our client ....... 
his order, I will hold you personally 
responsible. 
 
A) cancelling B) to cancel 
C) to be cancelled              D) cancel 
E) having cancelled 
 

25- The illness from which thirty of the town's 
inhabitants are suffering is believed ....... by 
a contaminated water supply. 

 
A) to have been caused 
B) having caused 
C) to have caused 
D) to be causing 
E) having been caused 
 

26-I don't remember .......... that the prices 
have gone up, so just now, I told a customer 
the old price for this item. 

 
A) to tell         B) telling            
C) being told                   D) told   
E) to be told 
 

27- It's not worth .......... so much at an expensive 
hotel if we are to spend most of our time 
......... over the hills. 

 
A) being paid/walked B) to pay/to walk 
C) paying/walking D) having paid/be walking  
E) paid/having walked 
 
 

28- The famous pop singers the Everlyn Brothers 
are believed ........ up after a bitter 
disagreement. 

 
A) being split  B) splitting       
C) having split               D) to be split  
E) to have split 
 

29- As you chose ......... the safety regulations, you 
can only blame yourself for ......... disaster. 
 
A) ignore/to have invited 
B) to ignore/having invited 
C) ignoring/to be invited 
D) ignored/to invite 
E) having ignored/invite 
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30- It's a nice house, but the trouble is that, if 
you move there, it will mean your ........ the 
children to a different school. 

 
A) having sent B) sent  
C) to be sending D) sending  
E) to send 
 

31-The balcony needs ............ before we can sit 
out  on it. Don't you think? 
 
A) to be cleaned B) to clean C) clean                              
D) having cleaned E) cleaned 
 

32-1 don't know if I'm fit enough .......... with you to 
a high impact aerobics class. It might be too 
energetic for me ......... up with the class. 
 
A) going/keeping B) to go/keeping 
C) to go/to keep D) going/to keep 
E) to be going/keep 
 

33-1 would like to thank everyone .......... to the  
meeting. It's nice to know that so many 
local residents care ......... our neighborhood 
clean. 
 
A) by coming/for keeping 
B) to be coming/to have kept 
C) on coming/by keeping 
D) coming/keeping 
E) for coming/about keeping 
 

34-We didn't anticipate .......... there in the middle of 
the night and had to wait until morning ....... 
accommodation. 

 
A) to arrive/finding 
B) having arrived/for finding 
C) arrive/to have found 
D) arriving/to find 
E) to have arrived/about finding 
 

35- My father wears bifocals, that is glasses with 
lenses made Đn two halves, so that he can both 
read and see long distances without....... his 
glasses. 

 
A) to change  B) changing 
C) to be changing D) being changed 
E) having been changed 
 

36- He didn't deserve ........ responsible for the failure 
in the presentation. 
 
A) to hold  B) holding  
C) held                           D) having held  
E) to be held 
 

37-They shouldn't have asked him ........ so many 
things at once. It was obvious that he wouldn't 
have time ........ all of them. 

 
A) being done/finish  B) to do/to finish 
C) to be done/finished D) doing/to have finished  
E) having done/finishing 
 
 

38- Copper bangles are thought by some ....... 
sufferers of rheumatism. 

 
A) to help  B) helping      
C) to be helped               D) help   
E) having helped 
 

39- Despite strong opposition at the beginning, 
several members are now beginning ....... the 
advantages of the new scheme. 
 
A) realising  B) to have realised     
C) realize  D) to realise  
E) having realised 
 

40-Her parents' attempts ........ her did not deter her 
........... at art school. 
 
A) to dissuade/from enrolling 
B) dissuade/for enrolling 
C) dissuaded/on enrolling 
D) to be dissuaded/enrolling  
E) dissuading/by enrolling 
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